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On the residue of the Eisenstein series and the Siegel-Weil formula
Siegel-Weil analogy $\xi$. Eisenstein series
Siegel-Weil 2
adeie $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} k$ A A non-triviai $ffi$ additive character $\psi$
$(Q, U)$ rank $m$ $=$ $H$ $G=Sp_{n}$
$G\overline{(A})=Sp_{n}\overline{(}A)$ metaplectic covering $G\overline{(A}$ ) Schwartz space
$S(U^{n}(A))$ (Weil ) $\omega_{Q}$
$\omega_{Q}(((\begin{array}{ll}A 0_{n}0_{n} {}^{t}A^{-1}\end{array}),$ $\zeta))\Phi(X)=\zeta^{m}\frac{\gamma Q(1)}{\gamma Q(\det A)}|\det A|^{\frac{m}{2}}\Phi(XA)$ ,
$\omega_{Q}(((\begin{array}{ll}1_{n} B0_{n} 1_{n}\end{array}),$ $\zeta))\Phi(X)=\zeta^{m}\psi(\frac{1}{2}tr(QXB{}^{t}X))\Phi(X)$ ,
$\omega_{Q}(((\begin{array}{ll}0_{n} -1_{n}1_{n} 0_{n}\end{array}),$ $\zeta))\Phi(X)=\zeta^{m}\mathcal{F}_{Q}\Phi(-X)$ ,
$X\in U^{n}(A),$ $A\in GL_{n}(A),$ $B\in$ Sym$n(A)$ .
$\gamma Q$ $Q$ Weil constant $\mathcal{F}$ Fourier transform
$\mathcal{F}_{Q}\Phi(X)=\int_{X(A)}\Phi(Y)\psi(tr(QX{}^{t}Y))dY$ .
$\circ\omega_{Q}$ $H(A)$ $S(U^{n}(A))$
$\lambda$ ( ) $\Phi$ (X) $=\Phi(h^{-1}X)$
i $\Phi\in S(U^{n}(A))$ (G( ) $\backslash$G(A)) $\cross(H(k)\backslash H(A))$ theta
$\Theta^{\Phi}(g.h)=\sum_{l\in U^{n}(k)}\omega_{Q}(g)\Phi(h^{-1}l)$
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$\Theta^{\Phi}$ $H(A)$
$I_{Q}(g; \Phi)=\int_{H(k)\backslash H(A)}\Theta^{\Phi}$ ( )
$r$ $(Q, U)$ Witt index $r=0$ $m-r>n+1$
( $\Phi\in S(U^{n}(A))$ ) $H(A)$
Haar measure $H(k)\backslash H(A)$ 1 $P_{G}\subset G$
Siegel parabolic subgroup
$P_{Q}=\{$ $(0_{n}^{A}$ ${}^{t}A^{-1}*)\in Sp_{n}\}$
$\overline{K_{G}}$ $G\overline{(A})$ standard maximal compact subgroup $G\overline{(A}$ ) $g$




$0\omega_{Q}$ $p=((\begin{array}{ll}A 0_{n}0_{n} {}^{t}A^{-1}\end{array}),$ $\zeta)\in P_{G}\overline{(A})$
$f_{\Phi}^{(s)}(pg)= \zeta^{m}\frac{\gamma Q(1)}{\gamma Q(\det A)}|\det A|^{s+\frac{n+1}{2}f_{\Phi}^{(s)}(g)}$
Eisenstein series
$E(g;f_{\Phi}^{(s)})= \sum_{\gamma\in P_{G}(k)\backslash G(k)}f_{\Phi}^{(s)}(\gamma g)$




Siegel-Weil $m\leq 2n+2$ $E(g)f_{\Phi}^{(\text{ })})$ $s=s_{0}$
o $m$ $I_{Q}(g;\Phi)$ ( $\Phi\in S(U^{n}(A))$
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) $m-r>n+1$ , $r=0$ Kudla
Rallis $E(g;f_{\Phi}^{(\text{ })})$ $s=s_{0}$ Siegel-Weil
$E(g;f_{\Phi}^{(s)})|_{s=s_{0}}=\kappa I_{Q}(g;\Phi)$
$\kappa=\{\begin{array}{l}1 m>n+12 m\leq n+1\end{array}$
Siegel-Weil “ ” $\mathcal{A}(G(k)\backslash G\overline{(A}))$ $G\overline{(A})$
automorphic form $\mathcal{A}(G(k)\backslash G\overline{(A}))$ $G\overline{(A})$ right translation
Siegel-Weil $I_{Q}(g;\Phi)$ $\Phi\in S(U^{n}(A))$
$\mathcal{A}(G(k)\backslash G\overline{(A}))$ $\mathcal{A}$(G( ) $\backslash$G(A)) $U^{n}(A)$
distribution distribution $H$(A)- $G\overline{(A}$) $-$equivariant
$\circ-\pi$ $\overline{G(A})$ $i5_{X}^{*}Af$ $p=((\begin{array}{ll}A 0_{n}0_{n} {}^{t}A^{-1}\end{array}),$ $\zeta)\in P_{G}\overline{(A})$
$f(pg)= \zeta^{m}\frac{\gamma Q(1)}{\gamma Q(\det A)}|de$ $f(g)$
$I(\chi Q, s)$ $\Phi\in S(U^{n}(A))$ $f_{\Phi}^{(s)}$
$\iota_{s}:S(U^{n}(A))arrow I(\chi Q, s)$
$H(A)$- $I(\chi Q, s)$ $G\overline{(A})$ right translation
$s=s_{0}$ $\iota_{s_{0}}$
$G\overline{(A}$)-equivariant
Rallis invariant distribution theorem $S(U^{n}(A))$ H(A)- distri-
bution $\iota$8 Kudla-Rallis $G\overline{(A}$) $-$equivariant
$\iota_{s_{0}}(S(U^{n}(A)))arrow \mathcal{A}(G(k)\backslash G\overline{(A}))$
1 $f_{\Phi}^{(s)}$ $E(g;f_{\Phi}^{(s)})|_{s=s_{O}}$




$E(g;f_{\Phi}^{(\text{ })})$ $s=s_{0}$ $E(g;f_{\Phi}^{(s)})$
${\rm Re}(s)<0$ $so\geq 0$ , $m\geq n+1$
$E(g;f_{\Phi}^{(\text{ })})$ $s=s_{0}$ 1
$\Phi\in S(U^{n}(A))$ ${\rm Res}_{s=}$ $OE(g;f_{\Phi}^{(s)})$ $H(A)$-
S $($Un $($A$))arrow$ A$($G$($ $)\backslash$G$($A$))$
$m-r>n+1$ $0$ $m-r\leq n+1$
hyperbolic plane $Q=Q’\oplus?t^{m-n-1}$ $=$
$Q’$
intertwining operator $M_{w}$ : $I(\chi Q, s)arrow I(\chi Q, -s)$ $f\in I(\chi Q, s)$
$M_{w}f(g)= \int_{N_{G}(A)}f(w^{-1}ng)dn$ ,
$N_{Q}=\{(\begin{array}{ll}1_{n} B0_{n} 1_{n}\end{array})B=^{t}B\}$ ,
$w=(\begin{array}{ll}0 -11 0\end{array})$
$M_{w}$ ${\rm Re}(s)> \frac{n+1}{2}$ s- meromorphic
Kudla Rallis $M_{w}f_{\Phi}^{(\text{ })}$ $s=s_{0}$ 1 $s=s_{0}$
$\iota_{-}$ $o(S(U^{\prime n}(A))$ $U’$ $Q’$ underlying vector space
$\Phi$ $\alpha$





$\alpha\Phi’$ Eisenstein series Siegel-
Weil $m-r=n+1$ $Q’$
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anisotropic $I_{Q’}$ $(g;\Phi‘)$ theta integral
$Q=Q’\oplus \mathcal{H}^{r}$ $\mathcal{H}^{r}$ complementary maximal totally isotropic subspace
X $Y$
$Q=Q’\oplus Y\oplus X$
$H=O_{Q}$ X stabilize $P$ , $X$ $Y$ stabilize
$M$ $S(U^{n}(A))$ $S(U^{;n}(A))$ $\pi_{Q}^{Q’}$
$\pi_{Q}^{Q’}\Phi(u’)=\int_{X^{n}(A)}\Phi(\begin{array}{l}u^{/}0x\end{array})$
$H(A)$ compact $K$ Iwasawa $H(A)=P(A)K$
$\pi_{K}\Phi(u)=\int_{K}\Phi(ku)dk$






$P$ unipotent radical $N$ $P=MN$ $\circ H’(A)$ $H’(k)\backslash H’(A)$
1 Haar measure $d$ ‘ $GL_{r}(A)$
Tamagawa measure $dm$ $M(A)\simeq H(A)\cross$ GL$(A)$ $dhdm$
$\circ$ $N(A)$ N( ) $\backslash$N(A) 1 Haar measure
$k^{Y}\langle oP(A)$ measure dp $=dh’dm$
$\int_{H(A)}$ $f$ ( ) $dh$ $=c_{K} \int_{K}\int_{P(A)}f(pk)dpdk$ , $\forall f\in L^{1}(H(A))$
$c_{K}$ $c$ $c_{K}$
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$(\begin{array}{lllll} 1 1 Q_{v}^{0} 1 1 \end{array})$ .
$=$ $Q_{v}^{0}$ anisotropic $v$ archimedean
$Q_{v}^{0}=\pm 1_{l_{v}}$ $v$ complex $l_{v}\leq 1$ $H(k_{v})$ compact
$K_{v}$
Kv–{ mm)$)$ $k_{v}=\mathbb{C}k_{v}=\mathbb{R}$
$v$ non-archimedean rk$Q_{v}^{0}\leq 4$ v maximal order,
maximal ideal $\mathcal{O}_{v},$ $\mathcal{P}_{v}$
$rkQ_{v}^{0}=0$ o $K_{v}$ $\mathcal{O}_{v}^{m}$ stabilizer
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$\underline{\prod 1}$ rk$Q_{v}^{0}=1$ $Q_{v}^{0}=2$ $K_{v}$ $\mathcal{O}_{v}^{m}$ stabilizer
$Q_{v}^{0}=2\epsilon N_{F_{v}}$ , $\epsilon_{v}\in k_{v}^{x}$
v $\epsilon_{v}\in \mathcal{O}^{x}$ v
$\epsilon_{v}\in \mathcal{O}^{\cross}$ $\epsilon_{v}$ v $K_{v}$
$\epsilon_{v}\mathcal{O}\frac{m-2}{2}\oplus \mathcal{O}_{F_{v}}\oplus \mathcal{O}\frac{m-2}{2}$ stabilizer
$rkQ_{v}^{0}=3$ $D$ $tr_{\mathbb{D}}$ , $D$ trace, $7\Re_{\backslash }$] norm
$D_{0}=\{x\in Dtr_{\mathbb{D}}x=0\}$ $Q_{v}^{0}$ —- $(D_{0}, -2N_{D})$
compact 2 $K_{v}^{(1)}$ $\mathcal{O}\frac{m-\}{2}\oplus$ $(\mathcal{O}_{\mathbb{I})}\cap$Do $) \oplus \mathcal{O}\frac{m-3}{2}$
stabilizer, $K_{v}^{(2)}$ $\mathcal{P}\frac{m-3}{2}\oplus(\mathcal{P}_{D}\cap D_{0})\oplus \mathcal{O}\frac{m-3}{2}$ stabilizer $\mathcal{O}_{D},$ $\mathcal{P}_{D}$
$D$ maximal order, maximal ideal
stabilizer
$K_{v}$ $K= \prod_{v}K_{v}$ $C_{K}$ rk$Q’$










$\mathfrak{S}_{f}^{(1)}$ ( 6 $f(2)$ ) $v$ rk$Q_{v}^{0}=3$ $K_{v}=K_{v}^{(1)}$ $($
$K_{v}=K_{v}^{(2)})$ (5 $\infty$
$\zeta_{v}(s)=\{\begin{array}{ll}(1-q_{v}^{-s})^{-1} v<\infty,\pi^{-\frac{s}{2}}\Gamma(\frac{s}{2}) v=\mathbb{R},2(2\pi)^{-s}\Gamma(s) v=\mathbb{C},\end{array}$
$\xi_{k}(s)=|\mathfrak{D}_{k}|^{\frac{s}{2}}\prod_{v}\zeta_{v}(s)$ ,
k discriminant, $\xi_{k}(s)$ $s=1$
$m’=$ rk$Q’$ $F=k(\sqrt{(-1)^{\frac{m}{2}}\det Q})$ $A^{\cross}/k^{\cross}$
character $xQ$ $F=$ $\chi Q=1$ $xQ$ conductor $f$
$0$ $v$ rk$Q_{v}^{0}=2$ $F_{v}/k_{v}$ $=$ $\epsilon_{v}\not\in \mathcal{O}_{v}^{\cross}$
6 $qf$ $v$ rk$Q_{v}^{0}=4$ $6_{\infty}^{+}$
( $\mathfrak{S}_{\infty}^{-}$ ) $v$ $l_{v}\equiv 0$ mod4 ( $l_{v}\equiv 2$ mod4)
2: $m’=$ rk$Q’$ $m’=0$
$c_{K}= \frac{\rho k}{\xi_{k}(r)}\frac{\xi_{k}(2i+1)}{\xi_{k}(2r-2i)}[\frac{r-1}{\prod_{i=1}^{2}}]$
$m’\geq 2$
$c_{K}=| \int \mathfrak{D}_{k}|^{-\frac{r}{2}}\frac{\rho k}{\xi_{k}(m’)}\frac{L(\frac{m’}{+2},\chi Q)}{L(r\frac{m}{2},\chi Q)}\prod_{i=2}^{r}\frac{\xi_{k}(i)}{\xi_{k}(m+i-1)}\prod_{i=1}\frac{\xi_{k}(m’+2i-1)}{\xi_{k}(2r+m-2i)}$
$[ \frac{r}{2}]$
$\cross\prod_{v\in \mathfrak{S}_{f}^{u}}q_{\overline{v}}^{r}$




$\cross$ $\prod$ $\prod$ $\prod$ $\frac{m^{/}+2j-4i}{m’+2j+4i-4}$
$v\in \mathfrak{S}_{\infty}^{+}$ $j=1$ $i=1$
$\underline{t-2}$
$r$ 4
$\cross$ $\prod$ $\prod$ $\prod$
$\underline{m^{/}+2j-4i-2}$
$m’$ $+$ $2j$ $+$ $4i$ – $2$
$v\in \mathfrak{S}_{\infty}^{-}$ $j=1$ $i=1$
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